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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this report  

The purpose of this Local Country file is to provide tax administrations more detailed 
information on the at arm’s length nature of the intercompany transactions in which [local 
company full legal name] (hereinafter referred to as ‘[Local Opco]’) is involved in. [Local 
Opco] is the [XYZ] group’s limited risk distributor in [country].  

This information should be seen as a supplement to [XYZ] group’s Master file in which a 
high level overview is provided to place the [XYZ] group’s transfer pricing practices in their 
global economic, legal, financial and tax context (attached as Appendix A).  

[Please find a master file framework report on our website which helps you to prepare such a file: 
http://www.transferpricingweb.com ] 

In this Local Country file we have followed the at arm’s length standard as defined in article 
[insert number] of the [country] corporate income tax legislation. In this article [article 
number] it is stated that [insert a brief description of the content of the local transfer pricing 
legislation].  

In addition, we took into consideration Chapter 5 of the OECD Guidelines1 that was last 
updated in 2015 as Action 13 of the Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting from the 
OECD2. The OECD Guidelines provide that affiliated companies should transact with each 
other using the arm's length principle and, where required or otherwise appropriate, prepare 
documentation to support the application of that principle.  

Please find enclosed a cross-reference table in Appendix B which connects the information 
requirements of a generic Local Country file as prescribed in the OECD Guidelines with the 
content of this specific Local Country file for [Local Opco]. 

1.2 Scope of this Local Country file 

[The purpose of this section is to introduce the intercompany transactions under review. Often this is 
achieved by way of providing a top down description of the group, its parent company, the company 
subject to review and the intercompany transactions the latter is involved in. Please find sample 
wording below] 

[Local Opco] is part of the [XYZ] group of companies of which [full legal name of parent 
company], established in [country], is the ultimate parent company (hereinafter referred to 
as ‘[parent company]’). 

The [XYZ] group is specialized in [insert a brief description of the XYZ group’s business and 
products ] and is operating in [XX] countries in the world.  

                                                        

1 OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations, July 2010. 
2 ‘Guidance on transfer pricing documentation and country-by-country reporting – Action 13: 2015 Deliverable’, 
published by the OECD/G20 on 5th October 2015. 
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Section 4: Functional analysis - this section sets out the division of functions, risks and 
intangible assets between [Local Opco] and the relevant [XYZ] group companies for the 
identified intercompany transactions. The functional analysis is fundamental to understand 
Local Opco’s role and responsibilities assumed in the intercompany transactions under 
review. 

Section 5: Specific financial and tax information – this section contains a number of specific 
financial and tax details of [Local Opco], inter alia, statutory accounts and arrangements with 
tax authorities. 

Economic analysis 

Section 6: Selection of method - this section details the analysis undertaken to select the 
appropriate transfer pricing methods for the transactions under review, and to determine the 
arm’s length pricing for said transactions.  

Section 7: Financial analysis - this section of the report analyses the actual results realized 
by [Local Opco] on its intercompany transactions for the financial year 20[XX] and compares 
these results to the results realized by independent third parties. [This section is only required if 
local transfer pricing rules prescribe that an analysis should be made of how the actual financial 
results of [Local Opco] compare to the at arm’s length prices of the intercompany transactions (often 
based on the results found in the comparables search)]  
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2.3 Business overview 

[Please insert a high-level description of the business in which [Local Opco] operates including the 
strategy it pursues. Also describe whether [Local Opco] has been involved in or affected by business 
restructurings or intangibles transfers in the present or immediately past year. Please find below 
sample wording]  

[Suggested information sources: [XYZ] group’s or [Local Opco]’s website, company brochures and/or 
discussions with management] 

[Local Opco] sells and distributes [insert name] products in [country] in its own name and 
for its own account. It almost exclusively procures [insert name] products from principal. To 
the extent [Local Opco] purchases products from independent third party suppliers, the 
products are complementary to the [XYZ] group’s product portfolio offered in [country]. 
Principal does not engage third-party distributors for resale activities. 

As the purchaser, [Local Opco] is primarily responsible for reselling/wholesaling the 
purchased products to end-users, which are generally OEMs and distributors. In this context, 
it executes the marketing strategy developed by principal. Relating to the sales activities, 
principal decides on the routes to market and the product portfolio. Principal also provides 
[Local Opco] with a price list, but the latter has some discretion in extending discounts, 
provided such discounts are within bands established by principal. [Local Opco] regularly 
interacts with principal to secure product quality, feedback market intelligence and to 
support marketing efforts. 

[Local Opco] takes on limited risks, i.e., limited inventory and bad debt risk. Other risks like, 
e.g., intangible property or product development risk, currency exchange and warranty risk 
are borne by principal.   

Principal is the owner of the intangible property embodied in the products that are being 
resold by [Local Opco]. Further, Principal is also responsible for research and development, 
sustained engineering, sourcing, quality control, marketing, and technical support for the 
products being resold.  

[Local Opco]’s main goal is to maximize the sales revenues of [insert name] products in 
[country]. To this extent, it pursues a marketing and sales strategy that is in alignment with 
the [XYZ] group’s strategy in these fields: targeting OEMS and the bigger wholesalers and 
emphasizing the high-end, top notch quality of the [insert name] products. 

[Local Opco] has [not] been involved in or affected by any business restructurings or 
intangibles transfers in the present or immediately past year. [If [Local Opco] has been involved 
in or affected by any business restructurings or intangibles transfers in the present or immediately 
past year, insert a description] 
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3. Controlled transactions 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapters details the material categories of intercompany transactions subject to review 
in this Local Country file, including the high level characteristics of each intercompany 
transaction, the [XYZ] group companies that are engaged in the transactions with [Local 
Opco] and the amounts involved.  

The following intercompany transactions have been identified within the [XYZ] group in 
which [Local Opco] is involved in: 

• the supply of [insert name] products from principal to [Local Opco]; 

• [Please insert any other materially relevant intercompany transaction]. 

3.2 Supply of [insert name] products 

3.2.1 Description of intercompany transaction 

Principal develops and manufacturers [insert name] products which it supplies to [Local 
Opco]. All intangible property embodied in the products is (legally and economically) 
owned by principal. [Local Opco] resells the products of principal in its own name in 
[country]. The marketing and sales activities performed by [Local Opco] are conducted 
under the supervision and instructions of principal. In this context, principal decides on, e.g., 
the product pricing, routes to market, product portfolio and warranty terms. [Local Opco] 
only incurs limited operational risks associated to its distribution activities, i.e., limited 
inventory and bad debt risk. All other risks are incurred by principal. The marketing and 
sales activities that [Local Opco] conduct in relation to the products it procures from 
principal have a routine nature. For more details on these services, please refer to chapter 4 
of this report. 

3.2.2 Group companies involved in the transaction 

In this particular transaction, [Local Opco] procures [insert name] products from principal. 
The former distributes the [insert name] products in the [country] market as a distributor for 
principal. 

3.2.3 Relevant intercompany agreement 

Please see Appendix [C-1] for an example of the relevant limited risk distribution agreement. 

[In case there is no intercompany agreement in place, please refer to our website 
http://www.transferpricingweb.com. Besides framework reports, we also offer template agreements] 

3.2.4 Amounts of intercompany transaction 

The amount of the [insert name] products supplied by principal to [Local Opco] amounted to 
[currency] [amount] as per the end of FYE 20[XX]. 
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4. Functional analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

This section details the functional and risk profile of [Local Opco] for the year ended 20[XX] 
for the transactions it is involved in. These details are described in a so-called functional 
analysis.  

The OECD Guidelines state “Application of the arm’s length principle is generally based on 
a comparison of the conditions in a controlled transaction with the conditions in transactions 
between independent enterprises. (….) Independent enterprises, when evaluating the terms 
of a potential transaction, will compare the transaction to the other options realistically 
available to them, and they will only enter into the transaction if they see no alternative that 
is clearly more attractive”3.  

In dealings between two independent enterprises, comparison will usually reflect the 
functions that each enterprise performs, the assets used and the risks assumed. Therefore, in 
determining whether controlled and uncontrolled transactions or entities are comparable, 
comparison of the functions taken on by the parties is necessary. This comparison is based on 
a functional analysis, which seeks to identify and compare the economically significant 
activities and responsibilities undertaken or to be undertaken by the independent and 
associated enterprises. Consistent with the OECD Guidelines, the functional analysis covers 
only “economically significant” activities. 

Thus, the functional analysis provides the factual foundation for establishing transfer pricing 
methods consistent with the arm’s length principle. A controlled transaction meets the arm’s 
length principle if the results of the transaction are consistent with the results that would 
have been realized had the same transaction occurred between uncontrolled entities. A 
functional analysis is essential to the development of transfer pricing policies for the 
following reasons: 

• The functions undertaken by each related party typically correlate with the risks 
borne and the assets acquired or developed; 

• The functions, assets and risks associated with a related party’s operations usually 
have a significant effect on its expected profitability; 

• The functional analysis provides the information and background necessary to the 
related parties and identifies uncontrolled transactions potentially comparable to the 
controlled transactions under review. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we will describe our understanding of the functional and 
risk profile of [Local Opco] and its group companies in the various identified transactions, 
with a particular focus on the role of [Local Opco] in those transactions. The description of 
the functional analysis reflects the situation as per [month], 20[XX] and onwards. 

                                                        

3 Paragraph 1.33 and 1.34 of the OECD Guidelines.  
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 [Local Opco]:  

• shares market intelligence with principal. 

 

Corporate reputation and brand management (trademarks/trade names) 

The related function concerns all activities that are performed to develop and manage 
corporate reputation. The reputation of a firm is often embodied in its trademarks and trade 
names. Trademarks and trade names may be of significant intangible value if prospective 
customers perceive the trademark or trade name to represent product quality, service, or 
other firm and product characteristics that customers perceive as desirable. 

[Principal]: 

• has strategic marketing responsibility;  

• is in charge of the group’s corporate reputation, and decides on any relevant actions in 
this respect, such as media exposure or product recalls; 

• manages and controls the day-to-day use of the brand and associated trademarks and trade 
names by [Local Opco];  

• initiates and executes activities and projects that intend to enhance the strength of the 
brand and corporate reputation. 

[Local Opco] 

• uses the trademarks and trade names of principal within the boundaries set by principal 
to market [insert name] products in [country]. 

 

Financial control and accounting 

Financial control and accounting include day-to-day cash flow management (including 
accounts receivables, accounts payable, intercompany payments, payroll), budgeting, 
performance measurement and evaluation, management information systems and internal 
reporting and statutory reporting. 

[Principal]: 

• prepares sales forecasts and marketing budgets for [Local Opco];  

• analyses and monitors financial sales information and the KPIs of [Local Opco]; 

• Provides other information relevant for the management and control of [Local Opco]. 

[Local Opco]: 

• is in charge of the day-to-day finance and accounting activities (e.g. accounting, payroll 
administration, regular reporting and sales margin calculations) relating to the 
distribution activities it conducts.  

Human resource  
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• provides approval to [Local Opco] in case potential customers require specific prices 
and/or terms and conditions (e.g., large volumes and/or high discounts); 

• is participant in contract discussions with internationally operating companies or in local 
contracts with a certain size. 

 [Local Opco]: 

•  is responsible for sales in a particular region; 

• negotiates with local customers within the bandwidth set by the principal; 

• signs contracts with local customers. 

 

Logistics 

The logistics function can be defined as the movement and storage of goods together with 
the associated information flows from the beginning to the end of the supply chain. 

[Principal]: 

• is responsible for the strategic decisions relevant for the logistics process and supervises 
the overall logistics process; 

• is responsible for providing guidance on selecting third party logistic service providers. 

 [Local Opco]: 

• arranges for the reception and storage of purchased goods from principal; 

• is responsible for holding a limited inventory of finished products; 

• concludes contracts with and manages third party logistic service providers within 
[country], such as transportation companies and warehousing service providers; 

• is responsible for the transportation of the finished products to the customers. 

 

4.2.2  Risks borne 

A significant portion of the return earned by any company reflects the fact that the business 
is bearing risks of various kinds. It is a basic commercial principle that, higher assumption of 
risk entails higher expectation of reward or remuneration i.e. ‘returns should follow risks’. 
Therefore, an appropriate transfer pricing analysis should adequately take into account the 
risks, which exist in business transactions and how such risks are borne, controlled, 
mitigated by the entities in the controlled transactions. 

Risks refer to those business factors that expose a company to variability in its performance 
and profitability.  

[Please note that the descriptions below might differ from the actual situation which is described in the 
intercompany agreement between principal and [Local Opco]. The actual conduct of parties then 
prevails and should be included in the paragraphs below. If there is no intercompany agreement in 
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[Local Opco] incurs minimal FX risk since the vast majority of its revenues and expenses are 
denominated in local currencies. Relating to the products it supplies from principal, the FX 
risk arises with the latter since [Local Opco] purchases from principal against prices 
denominated in [Local Opco]’s local currency.  

4.2.2.5 Product warranty risk 

Product warranty (or liability) risk is borne by a firm when its products fail to perform at 
accepted or advertised standards and is therefore subject to warranty support. Often product 
liability risk develops when, by failing to perform to standards, a product causes its user 
bodily harm. These losses include costs of replacing defective products and compensation 
paid to the users. 

Principal assumes all costs related to product liability in case of claims raised by [Local 
Opco] customers. Principal maintains a warranty reserve to process such claims. Principal is 
also responsible for providing replacement products. [Local Opco] does not bear any 
product liability risk. The management of the [XYZ] group believes the product liability risk 
is [low/limited/high]. 

4.2.3 (Intangible) assets employed 

In addition to an analysis of the functions performed and risks assumed, it is also necessary 
to determine whether any assets play a role in the transactions under consideration. 
Specifically, it should be determined whether any intangibles account for the success of a 
particular product. Manufacturing intangibles are patents or unpatented technical know-
how that arise out of either research and development activities or the production 
engineering activities of the manufacturing plant. Marketing intangibles include trademarks, 
trade names, and the distribution network. The fiscal definition of intangibles is very broad, 
particularly as it is not necessary for an asset to be “property” in a legal sense to be 
considered an intangible asset for transfer pricing purposes. 

[Local Opco] has a limited inventory stored in a [rented] warehouse located in [location of 
warehouse] and has [rented] an office in [city] from which it operates.  

The key intangible assets utilised by [Local Opco] are the tradename and trademark of the 
[XYZ] group, as well as the technology that is embedded in the [insert name] products. The 
principal owns these intangibles. [Local Opco] does own intangible assets in the form of 
customer relationships.  

[Please add a description of any other (in)tangible used by [Local Opco] and/or principal] 

4.2.4 Conclusion on functional and risk profile of [Local Opco] 

[Local Opco] undertakes the typical operational activities required to distribute the [insert 
name] products for principal in the [country] market. This includes, but is not limited to, the 
preparation of the marketing plan and sales budget, promoting and sales of the product and 
logistics. The marketing and sales activities performed by [Local Opco] are conducted under 
the supervision and instructions of principal. [Local Opco] does not undertake 
entrepreneurial activities, which would result in intangible asset development. 
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5. Specific financial and tax information 

5.1 Introduction 

This section provides information on the financials of [Local Opco] and any tax 
arrangements (e.g. rulings or Advance Pricing Agreements) agreed upon by [Local Opco] 
with the tax authorities.  

5.2 Annual report 

In Appendix D, the local statutory accounts of [Local Opco] are included for the fiscal year 
20[XX]. These statutory accounts are [not] audited.  

5.3 Tax arrangements 

[Local Opco] in not a party in any unilateral or bilateral/multilateral Advance Pricing 
Agreement, nor has it agreed any tax rulings related to the distribution transactions that are 
subject to review in this report. [Please insert details of any APA or tax ruling in case such 
arrangements have been made. Please add a copy of these documents as Appendix C-2 to this Local 
Country file] 
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Traditional transactional methods are the most direct tool used to find out whether the 
conditions of trade and financial relations between related businesses correspond with the 
market conditions. Therefore, these methods are usually preferred to other methods. 
Traditional transactional methods are the following:  

• Comparable Uncontrolled Price method (“CUP”); 

• Resale Price Method; 

• Cost Plus Method. 

The complexity of actual business situations may create practical obstacles to the use of 
traditional transactional methods. In situations where necessary data are not available, 
where available data are not of a sufficient quality to rely only on these methods, or where 
they cannot be relied upon at all, the use of other methods for determining an arm’s-length 
price might be considered. The OECD Guidelines describe the following other methods, also 
known as transactional profit methods:  

• Profit Split Method; 

• Transactional Net Margin Method. 

Generally, businesses can consider a range of methods to establish an arm’s length price. The 
support for the use of the methods is stated below. 

6.2.1 CUP method 

The CUP method “compares the price for property or services transferred in a controlled 
transaction to the price charged for property or services transferred in a comparable 
uncontrolled transaction in comparable circumstances.” Comparability requires that there be 
no differences that would materially affect the open market price, or that reasonably accurate 
adjustments can be made to reflect any differences between the controlled and uncontrolled 
transactions. The extent and reliability of the necessary quantitative adjustments will affect 
the relative reliability of the CUP analysis. However, “when it is possible to locate 
comparable uncontrolled transactions, the CUP method is the most direct and reliable way to 
apply the arm’s length principle.”  

6.2.2 Resale Price Method 

The resale price method “begins with the price at which a product that has been purchased 
from an associated enterprise is resold to an independent enterprise. The resale price is then 
reduced by the appropriate resale price margin [...]. What is left after subtracting the resale 
price margin from the resale price can be regarded, after adjustment for other costs 
associated with the purchase of the product (e.g. customs duties), as an arm’s length price for 
the original transfer of property between the associated enterprises.” In essence, the resale 
price method determines an arm’s length price for the sale of tangible property by reference 
to the gross profit margin realized in comparable transactions between unrelated companies. 
The method compares the gross profit of a reseller on its resale to an unrelated company of 
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6.2.5 TNMM  

The Transactional Net Margin Method (“TNMM”) “examines the net profit relative to an 
appropriate base (e.g. costs, sales and assets) that a taxpayer realizes from a controlled 
transaction.” The net margin should ideally be established with reference to the margins 
achieved in comparable uncontrolled transactions. “Where this is not possible, the net 
margin that would have been earned in comparable transactions by an independent 
enterprise (“external comparables”) may serve as a guide”. 

6.3 Selection of Transfer Pricing method 

6.3.1 Supply of [insert name] products 

6.3.1.1 Selected transfer pricing method 

Based on the functional and risk profile of [Local Opco] in this intercompany transaction 
with principal, we concluded that [Local Opco] conducts routine marketing and sales 
activities and incurs limited risks. It is also not creating any significant intangibles. For 
transfer pricing purposes, it could be characterized as a limited risk distributor.  

[Local Opco] does procure products from third party suppliers, but in much smaller 
volumes. In addition, the products cannot be compared to the [insert name] products it buys 
from principal. The third party products it resells are complementary to the [XYZ] group’s 
product portfolio and do have other features.  Principal on the other hand, does not use any 
third party distributors to sell the [insert name] products. To the best of our knowledge there 
are no independent companies that engage in similar product supplies as those between 
principal and [Local Opco]. Therefore there are no internal or external CUPs available.  

In the absence of the CUP method, we analysed alternative methods. The most appropriate 
transfer pricing method for a limited risk distributor is the TNMM. The Return on Sales 
(“RoS”), which is defined as [Operating profit / Sales], was selected as the most appropriate 
profit level indicator.  

6.3.1.2 Application of selected transfer pricing method	

In order to apply the TNMM with profit level indicator RoS, a benchmark study was 
performed to identify a set of companies that perform comparable functions and assume 
comparable risks as the marketing and sales functions performed and risks assumed by 
[Local Opco]. Considering the applied transfer pricing method, [Local Opco] is considered as 
the tested party in this intercompany transaction. 

The benchmark study report is attached in Appendix E. Please find below a summary of the 
arm’s length results. [Please solicit your advisor in case you are not able to perform a benchmark 
study. We can also recommend an advisor to perform a benchmark study for you: please complete the 
contact form on our website: click here] 

6.3.1.3 Analysis of arm’s length results	

The results of the search process are summarized in the table below. 
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7. Financial analysis 
[This section is only required if local transfer pricing rules prescribe that an analysis should be made 
of how the actual financial results compare to the results found in the comparables search. Please see 
below sample language] 

This section of the report analyses the actual results realized by [Local Opco] on its 
intercompany transactions with principal for financial year 20[XX] and compares these 
results to the results realised by independent third parties.  

[Please note that the actual results may have to be segmented in order to be able to analyse the 
operating profit margin realized on the intercompany transactions. In the table below we assumed that 
almost all of [Local Opco]’s results were based on the intercompany distribution activities]   

The actual operating profit margin of  [Local Opco]  for the financial year 20[XX] is shown in 
the table below.  

Actual results realized in [currency] 20[XX] 

Operating profit  

Sales  

Return on Sales = (Operating Profit / Sales) [X.X%] 

 

From the financial analysis, it may be concluded that the operating profit margin for the 
financial year 20[XX] is [well] in line with the financial results realised by the companies 
yielded in the final sample of the comparables search. 

 




